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for

Schubert miles ogden
who first introduced me to the promise and perils

of the quest for the historical Jesus

and

David Sten herrstrom
my life-long mentor in how to be prophet,

priest, and poet with the pen

yeats said it best:

Think where [our] glory most begins and ends,
And say my glory was I had such friends.
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if the unexamined life is not worth living, the unexamined past is not 
worth possessing; it bears fruit only be being held continuously up to the 
light, and is as changeable and as full of surprises, pleasant and unpleas-
ant, as the future.

—brendan gill
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foreword

Kent Harold Richards

legacies reach backward and forward. They are a continuum of the fun-
damental values that we gain from our past and which must reach ahead 
into the future.

—modified words of paul tsongas, 1941–1997

The assessments of several colleagues in this volume, as well as some of 
bob funk’s own words open the window to bob’s legacy as a scholar and 
public figure. much is made of the fact that there are few twentieth or 
twenty-first century names from biblical scholarship who are even whis-
pered in public circles and the ubiquitous, growing impact of digital 
media. i think that one of bob’s legacies is that he was regarded both to 
have impacted positively the little world of biblical scholarship and the 
bigger world of public conversation.

Sending “white smoke” up as though electing a pope at the vatican, 
bob metaphorically sent smoke up with regard to the authenticity of what 
words in the new testament really came from Jesus and what were only 
latter attributed to Jesus. he was praised for this balloting before cast-
ing the votes and after serious debates of the pros and cons. he was also 
chided for having done it. legacies have disciples and detractors.

Whichever camp the reader of this volume finds themselves 
encamped might do well to take a hint from a minor Shakespeare char-
acter, mariana, in All’s Well That Ends Well (act 3, scene 5) when she says, 
“no legacy is so rich as honesty.” These words were probably meant as a 
pun when spoken in the play.

however, one element of bob’s legacy, and in whatever of his many 
endeavors as scholar or public figure you wish to name, he strove for 
honesty with respect to the issue. you could disagree with him and even 
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be shouted at. he could tell you that you were dead wrong. he could be 
angry with you.

nevertheless, i would urge the readers of this small collection of bob’s 
legacy to hear the value of honesty. We all will have learned and con-
firmed an enormous value that at this particular moment in american 
history, if not in all moments and whatever the subject, is a foundational 
value. Thanks, bob!

xiv foreword
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preface

Andrew D. Scrimgeour

Shortly before the annual meeting of the Society of biblical literature in 
2005 (new orleans), it was learned that Robert W. funk had died. Several 
of his colleagues quickly put together a program to honor him there.  kent 
harold Richards, then Executive Director of the Society of biblical litera-
ture, suggested that a second session should be planned for a future year, 
when scholars would have had time to reflect more fully on funk’s contri-
butions to the Society of biblical literature and biblical studies. With that 
encouragement, a program for 2007 in San Diego was organized. under 
the title “Evaluating the legacy of Robert W. funk,” six scholars reflected 
on the major areas of funk’s scholarship and academic leadership: 

greek grammar: lane c. mcgaughy
hermeneutics: James m. Robinson
parables: bernard brandon Scott
historical Jesus: John Dominic crossan
The Jesus Seminar: harold W. attridge
The academy and publications: James Wiggins

Those papers are the heart of this volume.
accompanying each essay are two to four writings by funk that are 

illustrative of his contributions to that topic. Reflecting the breadth of 
his corpus, they range from scholarly articles to administrative reports 
and even include a fable. While most of these writings are intended for a 
scholarly audience, some of them were written for the general public and 
illustrate his insistence that scholars write clearly and without jargon and 
thereby contribute to the religious literacy of their communities. included 
are several pieces that are being published for the first time. a final sec-
tion includes two interviews with funk and a letter that he wrote to the 
graduate students in one of his seminars.
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xvi preface

Readers will no doubt observe that all the voices evaluating funk’s 
legacy in the 2007 session were male and that, as a result, the conference 
papers reproduced here reflect the same gender imbalance. We regret this 
greatly and wish that the session and, consequently, this volume offered a 
greater diversity of presenters and viewpoints. 

apart from correcting typographical errors and conforming the 
varied pieces to a consistent style, we have left the funk essays as they 
were originally written, including the use of now-discouraged terms such 
as man/men for human/humanity and Oriental to refer to someone from 
the near East. 

funk once wrote, “i write principally to find out what i think, or 
aspire to think, and so am my own first reader.… i am not infrequently 
amazed and often amused at what i write.”1 i suspect bob would be both 
amazed and amused by the words—his own and those of his colleagues—
assembled in this volume.

1. Robert W. funk, Honest to Jesus: Jesus for a New Millennium (San francisco: harper-
Sanfrancisco, 1996), 14.SBL P
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